
                                                                                                                                                         
 

 

Consent of data protection  

As a visitor to the premises of the Arntz Optibelt Group you will be given an individual, reusable, 

electronically readable and non-transferable visitor ID card. Your form of address, title, surname, name 

and address on the visitor ID card will be listed and saved as data additionally to your company address 

and company name. In addition the contact person(s) within the company, the department of the 

contact person, the period of validity of the safety training, number, system date and time as well as 

the respective entry and exit date with time data is saved on the ID card. 

The collection and storage of the data on the visitor ID is used to ensure that you have completed the 

required security training and to ensure the save evacuation of each visitor in case of an incident. Each 

visitor needs to participate a safety training with information about the right behavior in terms of an 

incident, especially in case of a fire on the company-terrain, this needs to be repeated each year. The 

visitor ID card is stored for one year at the reception, because the security training for emergencies is 

only valid for this period of time. The collected data gives information about when the next security 

training is necessary and effects our statistics. For more safety in emergency situations, the data from 

your ID card is essential for the reception to locate and control any visitor at the premises of the Arntz 

Optibelt Group.  

Your data including the data about your Visits will be stored for the validity of the security training and 

deleted latest by March of the following year. 

By signing, you agree to the collection and storage of your data. You can withdraw this consent at any 

time. In this case, we kindly ask you to hand over your visitor ID card immediately at the reception / 

the porter's office. 

Höxter, …. 

…… 

(Signature) 

 

 


